### Headsets Compatible with Cisco Phones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price: 1 St.</th>
<th>Cable: 1 St.</th>
<th>Total Price: 1 St.</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jabra Motion Office</strong></td>
<td>$219.00</td>
<td>Link 14201-22 EHS Cable $23.00</td>
<td><strong>$242.00</strong></td>
<td>- One headset for all your phones. Answer calls by simply picking it up. Auto-adjusts volume to your surroundings. Find the best fit with a selection of earlets. Get best-in-class wireless range of up to 300 ft. Let’s you take calls from your desk phone, VoIP softphone, mobile phones and tablet. Features multiple phone connectivity, so you can stay connected to all your phones using the same headset. Transfer calls from your desk phone or VoIP softphone to your mobile phone and continue your call as you head out the door.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Jabra Pro 920 Duo**  | $188.00     | Link 14201-43 EHS Cable $30.00 | **$218.00** | - Crystal Clear Sound  
  - Digital Signal Processing (DSP) reduces background noise and removes echo. It also protects the user against sudden high peaks in volume.  
  - HD Voice / Wideband Audio  
  - HD Voice lets you have lifelike, vibrant conversations. You won’t have to struggle to hear what the other person is saying.  
  - Noise-Canceling Microphone  
  - Noise-cancelling microphones reduce unwanted background noise and are ideal in crowded and noisy open working environments.  
  - PeakStop™  
  - PeakStop™ instantly removes any harmful loud sounds before they even reach your ears. This keeps the sound level in the safe range and protects your hearing.  
  - Remote Call Control  
  - Control calls directly from the headset. Answer and end calls, adjust volume, and mute the line with the press of a button.  
  - SafeTone™  
  - Jabra SafeTone™ includes Jabra PeakStop™ and Jabra IntelliTone™ - enhanced hearing protection technology. It automatically limits the average volume exposure during your work day and keeps it within acoustic standards.  
  - Talk in Comfort  
  - Find the perfect fit with a range of light, ergonomically designed frames, soft ear cushions, adjustable headbands and microphone boom. Your headset will be comfortable all day long. |

---

**Note:** All prices are for the total solution, including the headsets and cables specified.
Jabra Pro 920 Convertible $156.00 + Link 14201-43 EHS Cable $30.00=$186.00 (Desk phone Only)

Jabra PRO 920 frees users from their desk, enabling them to find documents and multi-task with maximum efficiency while on a call. Apart from being able to walk and talk up to 325ft away from their desk, users will also benefit from enhanced ergonomics as the headset prevents neck strain caused by pressing a phone to their ear for long periods. Jabra PRO 920 offers crystal clear audio and quality enhancing features such as Jabra SafeTone that protects hearing by cutting off loud noises and securing safe average sound levels. The noise-canceling microphone blocks out unwanted background noise from the office. Jabra PRO 920 is compatible with all leading desk phone systems. User-friendly voice prompts make set-up a breeze, and the simple and intuitive call-control buttons make it easy to control calls from the headset.

Jabra PRO 920 FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS:
- Crystal clear sound and safe sound levels
- Soft, comfortable ear cushions
- Noise-canceling microphone
- Dedicated button to answer/end calls
- Separate buttons to mute call or turn volume up or down
- Offers three wearing styles: Over the head, On the ear and with optional neckband ($11.00) can be worn behind the head.

Plantronics CS540 Convertible (Comes with all three wearing styles included) $192.00 + APC 42 $52.00= $232.00 (Desk phone only)

SUPERIOR CALL MANAGEMENT
With one-touch call answer/end, vol+/-, and mute, manage calls from up to 350 feet from the charging base. The CS500 system also enables you to conference in up to three additional headsets for easier collaboration and guest headsets can subscribe to a base by simply docking the headset.

POWER IN THE BASE
A sleek charging base is included with the CS500 Series. An adaptive power system optimizes for range and talk time by automatically downshifting to low power when the headset is close to the base to save battery life.

OUTSTANDING AUDIO QUALITY
Voice-dedicated DECT™ technology provides better audio and eliminates interference from Wi-Fi networks while advanced wideband audio provides high definition voice quality. Your choice of narrow or wideband professional grade audio quality -- choose narrowband to extend talk time or wideband mode to enable clearer conversations. An extended boom and noise-canceling microphone filter out background noise, so listeners can hear conversations clearly and enhanced Digital Signal Processing (DSP) provides more natural sound, delivering clear audio the way it's intended to be heard.

DECT SECURITY CERTIFIED
Advanced Dect wireless security. Using the latest standards in DECT wireless security, CS500 series headsets keep conversations safe and secure. With eight discreet security measures, including a 64-bit encryption, confidential information remains private.
**Plantronics CS530 $190.00 + APC-42 $52.00 = 242.00 (Desk phone only)**

Over-the-ear DECT headset delivers hands-free productivity, simple plug-and-talk installation, energy-efficient power management, and one-touch controls. Ideal for office and desk-centric workers looking for a simple-to-set-up, simple-to-use wireless solution for managing desk phone calls.

Lightweight headset provides mobility allowing you to multi-task hands-free up to 350'.

Adaptive power system optimizes for range and talk time so you get up to six hours of talk time.

Premium, wideband audio quality delivers audio performance up to 6,800 Hz. DECT technology provides better audio, eliminating interference from Wi-Fi networks.

Advanced wideband audio uses CAT-iq technology for high-definition voice quality.

Noise-canceling microphone reduces background noise interruptions, ensuring great audio quality and easing listener fatigue.

Enhanced Digital Signal Processing (DSP) provides more natural-sounding voice. One-touch controls include call answer/end, volume up/down and mute.

---

**Plantronics Voyager Legend CS $173.00 + APC 42 $52.00 = $225.00 (Desk and Mobil Phone)**

Enjoy intuitive call management and outstanding audio from your mobile phone on the road to your desk phone in the office, and everywhere in between.

You work in the office, on the drive home, even at home. For your flexible work style, the Voyager Legend CS was designed to move with you throughout your day. With one headset, you can easily manage mobile and desk phone calls for a truly seamless experience. Its intuitive Smart Sensor technology lets you answer calls simply by placing it on your ear, and you can always count on crystal clear audio with noise canceling technology that blocks out nearby voices, car horns, even wind. Enjoy simple call management and outstanding audio from your mobile phone on the road to your desk phone in the office, and everywhere in between.